Virgo - 2011
General :In this year of 2011 Virgo sun signs born would be feel very attractive and they would like to express
their opinion on various aspects of life. Virgo zodiac sign born would always try to show their true
emotions to their partner. During the year 2011 Virgo sun sign born may do most of the tough task in
easy way and they should try to find the solution for any problem. There ambitions to word- hard and
get out under pressure throughout the year. The New Year 2011 is special one for you, as you will
move ahead with your ambition, vision and goals. Virgo sun sign born are likely to keep an optimistic
attitude and positive thinking for work and health and financial situation. This is good year 2011 for
career move and you may get good chance for your promotion also. Virgo zodiac sign born would be
a part of sudden developments and would be encouraging to others.
Love and Relationships :For Virgo sun sign born the year of 2011 in terms of love & relationship will be good but some third
person might be interfering in your life. This year you would realize the importance of little things that
matter most in romance. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer says that the best way to deal with
any relational aspect would be to tread the family tracks with great thought and care. It is time now for
you to spend quality time with partner to enjoy the company. During the month of February 2011
those people in love need to exercise enough caution as your intimate relationship with your love may
show your signs of fragnity. Do not take either your love life partner for granted. In the month of March
2011 an instant chemistry or connection presents the chance to flirt with an attractive stranger.
However, unmarried people may get a chance to marry their sweet hearts in the middle of the year
2011. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts - during the month of September to October
2011 you need to understand that differences are quite natural in love and in fact at times add a spicy
flavor to the beauty of romance. Love being the matter of heart takes time to flourish. Approach of
love life should be very careful treated. Somebody might be out there for you and it is upto you to
make the right choice. The planetary positions would help Virgo sun sign born to come closer to the
person who would become your soul mate. At times Virgo zodiac sign born may be emotional and
would allow their lover to take advantage of good nature. You should keep in mind that love always be
nurtured and these things could contributes a lot. The month of November 2011 however can be a
challenging period for your relationship. In this period there are also possibilities of misunderstanding
between partners without reason. Try to give some more time to your partner avoid
misunderstandings. Overall this year 2011 will be good for Love/relationship point of view for the Virgo
sun sign born.

Work/Profession, Career/Business :The year of 2011 for Virgo zodiac sign born would be mixture of good and the bad. If you are working
in glamour and entertaining industry, this would be the good year (2011) for you. In your career, you
need to be both careful and tactful. During the month of July 2011 repeated failures and
disappointments may lower your confidence level. It is only your legendary will power and dedication
that will prevent you from facing any big complications. If Virgo sun sign born are interested in placing
money on stock exchange transaction then you better discuss the matter with an expert. Creative
expansion and new ideas will bring quick results for the Virgo zodiac sign born. Your improved
monetary position will put you in a better position in the year 2011. Virgo people always like to study
serious subjects to show their astuteness and intelligence. It is now upto you to make maximum out of
this to brighten your future. Professionally this will again be a memorable year as lots of opportunities
for growth will come your way. Colleagues will also support you to make dynamic and progressive
changes at work. Virgo sun sign born’s fine display of creativity is likely to be highly appreciated.
Students studying for scholastic and academic exams may see substantial forms of success. It would
be better to join some regular course where Virgo zodiac sign born could learn more to bring forth
their talent. The month of September 2011 would starts off smoothly with a positive working

atmosphere and good communication with colleagues. Virgo sun sign born should make conscious
efforts to insist on clarity about process. During the month of August to September 2011 will be good
for
start
a
new
venture
in
partnership.
All
are
likely
to
be
benefited.

Family and social Life :HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts that the year 2011 would be highly-spirited and you
would surely be in the social mix. The first quarter of the year 2011 could spell some trouble in family
life. Family discontent and marital discord may loom large during the first quarter of the year 2011.
During the mid of the year 2011 there would be mixed rejoinders in the family and also in the social
relationships of a Virgo native. The month of August to October 2011 would be beginning of any
important friendship and news of addition of a family member. For the Virgo zodiac sign born family
atmosphere will be peaceful but some differences will persist over an issue. HOROSCOPE
SOLUTIONS Astrologer says your home and family environment would be source of your happiness
and there may be some ceremony held in your home town during the month of November to
December 2011.

Health Horoscope :In this year of 2011 Virgo zodiac sign born may be feel healthy and would be free from the ailments
through most part of the year 2011. You would enjoy good health in the starting two months of the
year 2011. You would need to be careful and cautious from your health during the month of March to
June 2011. Some one in your family may be face some injury as well as pain in the back or in
shoulders. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices - To maintain your health try to involve
yourself in some physically strenuous work. Things at health front are likely to remain very satisfactory
during the month of August to October 2011. Those already facing health problems will get some
respite in these periods. Regular workouts prove highly beneficial. Virgo sun sign born will need taking
the help of Yoga to keep them healthy and would also realize that it truly benefits health. Virgo zodiac
sign born should make daily diet to maintain health. Exercise more care while driving vehicles during
the month of December 2011.
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